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POWER PAD RANGE
Some users already have secure rooms or strong boxes but need a solution that will enable them to sync and charge
numerous devices in one location with ease, secure in the knowledge that the process is being controlled by specialist
equipment that is fit for purpose. The universal USB sync and charge will accommodate up to 15 devices including

iPads, tablet PC’s, mobile phones, digital cameras, MP3 players and any other USB chargeable item. With built-in
energy saving and management technology to provide you with peace of mind and improved product longevity.
CHARGE >
Using professional grade USB chargers they are able to continuously output specific volumes ensures just the right
amount of power is supplied to each unit. This is important in ensuring the fastest turnaround for your devices and
ensures longevity. When a device is plugged into any one of the ports, the internal processor profiles the device

and ascertains the correct amount of charge to deliver to that specific device. This means that you are able to mix and
match devices from different manufacturers and charge them all at the same time, for example, this could include
tablets, mobile phones, e-readers, 3D glasses, GPS, cameras...basically anything that can be charged by USB.
SYNC >
Syncing the devices is easy, just connect the USB cable provided, plug it into the stand alone unit and the port on your

device. Then connect the host computer to the sync and charge unit. The host computer is then able to ‘see’ all the devices
connected to the charge unit and the user is able to manage each device.
MANAGE >
Free software provides detailed management of devices whilst syncing and charging, allowing you to analyse the
status and health of individual devices.
Universal product - Simple to connect to
a host computer, sync and charge up
to 15 iPads, iPad minis or any other tablet
or USB chargeable device, simultaneously.

Quality parts - includes a UL-Listed dual
voltage PSU.

The perfect charge - each device’s
charging profile is perfectly delivered,
ensuring optimum charging across
the board via USB.

Small and discreet - mounts on or under
a desk or counter. Simply fix through the
4 formed holes in the outer case.
Future proof - updatable firmware
administered through the host computer
port. Simply connect to the web for
free updates.

Sync and charge up to 16 iPads at once
- via iTunes subject to operating system*

POWER PAD CONFIGURATIONS

POWERPAD 8S
UNIVERSAL USB
SYNC & CHARGE
CODE 7875

POWERPAD 15C
UNIVERSAL USB
CHARGE
CODE 7885

POWERPAD
15S UNIVERSAL USB
SYNC & CHARGE
CODE 7890

POWERPAD
16 APPLE ONLY USB
CHARGE
CODE 7900

* Please note, Apple computers operating iTunes will sync up to 30 iPads or other Apple products simultaneously. For PC’s operating current Windows software,
iTunes will sync up to 7 Apple products simultaneously.

